Administrative Order No. 248
Series of 2002

Subject: Rescinding A.O. No. 72, Series of 1989

With the deconcentration of the SEA Revolving Settlement Fund (RSF) to the field offices and the implementation of the mainstreaming of functions related to special projects to appropriate bureaus/offices/services in the agency, the continued existence of the Self-Employment Assistance Program Development Unit, which was later renamed SEA - Fund Management Office (FMO) is now deemed redundant. In view thereof, Administrative Order No. 72, Series of 1989, which created said unit is hereby rescinded and the functions of technical assistance for economic feasibility, assistance for technical upgrading, skills and management training, and marketing assistance to SEA beneficiaries both for SEA-K level I and II is hereby transferred to the National Operations Office.

All issuances inconsistent with this order are deemed amended accordingly.

Issued this 18th day of November, 2002.

CORAZON JULIANO-SOLIMAN
Secretary